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ABSTRACT
The Linux kernel is an important part of the Trusted Computing
Base (TCB) of a mobile device using the Android OS, making it
attractive to attackers. While all vulnerabilities in the kernel are
important, those that are directly reachable by untrusted programs
pose a grave threat. This paper introduces Sifter, a solution for
protecting security-critical kernel modules, i.e., those modules that
are directly exposed to untrusted programs. Sifter’s key approach
is the use of fine-grained, highly-selective filters to reduce the at-
tack surface of these kernel modules and make their vulnerabilities
unreachable for untrusted programs. The key observation in Sifter
is that there are rich patterns in how legitimate programs issue
syscalls to these kernel modules; thus, one can generate filters that
only allow such syscall patterns, and as a result mitigate vulnera-
bilities (including zero-day ones) that could only be exploited by
the use of unorthodox syscall patterns.

We report a prototype of Sifter and use it to generate filters for
two security-critical kernel modules used in many mobile devices:
Qualcomm KGSL GPU device driver and Binder IPC. Our detailed
study and evaluation of 41 recent CVEs in these two modules show
that Sifter is capable of mitigating about half of all syscall-triggered
vulnerabilities without a priori knowledge of these vulnerabilities.
Moreover, our evaluation shows that when using an adequately
large number of legitimate programs to generate the filter policies
for a given module, the filter’s false positive rate goes to 0%. Finally,
our experiments with these filters show that, despite numerous fine-
grained checks on syscalls, Sifter adds a very small or negligible
performance overhead to real programs and incurs a very small
amount of energy consumption.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Linux kernel is an important part of the TCB of a mobile device
using the Android OS. To compromise these devices (e.g., through
privilege escalation), adversaries seek to exploit vulnerabilities in
the kernel. Kernel exploits are very powerful; for example, a suc-
cessful privilege escalation attack may allow malware to perform
arbitrary operations. Kernel modules, e.g., device drivers, are es-
pecially concerning as they are often developed by third-party
developers and contain many bugs (e.g., according to a report from
Google on Android [1]).

However, not all vulnerabilities are created equal. More specifi-
cally, those vulnerabilities that can be reached from untrusted pro-
grams pose a grave threat as they can be exploited by any program, e.g.,
any Android app. Fortunately, Android makes most kernel modules
inaccessible to untrusted programs, which greatly helps address
this concern. For example, programs cannot directly interact with
the camera and audio device drivers. They instead have to use these
drivers through proxies, i.e., Android OS services with the unique
permission to use these modules [2, 3].

This approach, while effective, cannot be applied to all kernel
modules. This is because it impacts performance by adding another
layer of indirection. Therefore, in Android, some performance-
sensitive modules are still exposed to and directly used by untrusted
programs. We refer to these modules as security-critical since their
vulnerabilities are reachable by untrusted programs. Important ex-
amples of security-critical modules are Binder IPC, GPU device
driver, and WiFi device driver. Indeed, an analysis from Google of
bugs observed in Android’s kernel shows that the majority of bugs
reachable by untrusted program reside in these modules (exclud-
ing the debugfs and perf kernel modules as they can be simply
disabled on production devices) [1].

Our goal in this paper is to protect security-critical kernel
modules in Android. Our idea to is to mitigate vulnerabilities in
these modules by narrowing the attack surface through system call
(syscall) filtering. Using syscalls is one of the key methods malware
uses to exploit a vulnerability in these modules (§7). A syscall filter
is deployed in the kernel. It analyzes every syscall issued by an
untrusted process to these modules and decides whether to allow or
reject it according to some policies. The hope is that, even though
the vulnerability is still present, malware will not be able to exploit
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the vulnerability since it simply cannot trigger it using syscalls
because of the filter.

We present Sifter, the first system designed to generate fine-
grained, highly-selective filters for mitigating vulnerabilities in
security-critical kernel modules in Android. Sifter is motivated by two
simple observations. First, syscalls needed to interact with a kernel
module follow a rich set of patterns, encoded in the module itself,
often through a set of ioctl syscalls. Second, to exploit a vulnera-
bility in a module, malware often issues syscalls with meticulously-
crafted arguments and sequences, which are not normally used by
legitimate programs. Therefore, by rejecting bizarre-looking syscall
patterns, Sifter can make it impossible for malware to trigger a
large number of kernel vulnerabilities in security-critical modules
even if the module is directly exposed to malware.

We pursue three goals in Sifter. First, Sifter filters need to perform
deep inspections of syscall arguments, including direct arguments
passed on registers as well as in-memory (sometimes nested) data
structures. Second, they need to be stateful, considering the se-
quences of issued syscalls as opposed to making decisions on one
syscall only. Third, the process of filter generation should be as easy
as possible. More specifically, it should not require us to provide
complex domain knowledge about the syscall interface of a kernel
module.

To achieve these goals, Sifter leverages two recent advances
related to Linux. First, it leverages eBPF programming, which is
widely available in modern Android-based mobile devices, to se-
curely deploy stateful syscall filters and to safely access the program
memory. Second, Sifter leverages syscall definition templates avail-
able in syzkaller [4], the state-of-the-art kernel fuzzer, to provide
the required domain knowledge for kernel modules.

We report a prototype of Sifter and use it to generate filters for
two security-critical kernel modules used in many mobile devices:
Qualcomm KGSL GPU device driver and Binder IPC.1 We address
two important practical challenges in our prototype. First, we show
how we can deploy complex filters using eBPF by breaking them
into multiple eBPF programs. Second, we devise solution to block
collusion and Time-of-Check to Time-of-Use (TOCTTOU) attacks.

We answer two important research questions:
Q1. Can effective filtering policies be automatically generated? Sifter
automatically generates and enforces three types of filtering poli-
cies. First, it restricts the syscall arguments depending on the type of
argument, e.g., a length or a flag argument. Second, it serializes non-
sleeping module-related operations (i.e., one or multiple syscalls
used together to perform an operation). Third, it filters out legacy
and deprecated operations never used by legitimate programs. We
address several challenges in constructing these filters including
dealing with argument outliers and identifying non-sleeping indi-
visible syscall sequences forming the aforementioned operations.

To demonstrate the benefits of these policies, we did a detailed
study and evaluation of all CVEs reported for these two modules be-
tween 2016 and 2020 (41 in total). We show that Sifter can mitigate
about half of all syscall-triggered vulnerabilities without a priori

1We open source our prototype to facilitate future research and adoption at:
https://trusslab.github.io/sifter/

1 long kgsl_ioctl_drawctxt_create(...) {
2 ...
3 write_lock(&device->context_lock);
4 idr_replace(&device->context_idr, context,
5 context->id);
6 write_unlock(&device->context_lock);
7 param->drawctxt_id = context->id;
8 done:
9 return result;
10 }

Figure 1: Simplified code illustrating CVE-2017-9682.

knowledge of the vulnerabilities (hence Sifter can mitigate zero-
day vulnerabilities). More specifically, Sifter prevents the Proof-of-
Concept (PoC) programs of these CVEs from triggering the vul-
nerabilities. Moreover, we discuss why the adversary cannot use
mimicry attacks, which try to change the PoC to fool the filter.

In addition, using a large number of programs (and using disjoint
sets of programs for training and testing), we demonstrate that
Sifter filters do not break the execution of legitimate programs,
resulting in 0% false positive rates, as long as an adequate number
of programs are used for training.
Q2. Do such filters introduce prohibitive performance overhead? As
mentioned earlier, these security-critical kernel modules are
performance-sensitive (indeed, as discussed, that is why they are
directly exposed to untrusted programs). We report a performance
evaluation of Sifter. Our evaluation shows that Sifter adds a modest
performance overhead to micro-benchmarks. More importantly, it
incurs a very small or negligible performance overhead to real pro-
grams. We also show that Sifter incurs a very small amount of
energy consumption.

These results indicate that Sifter is a practical method to effec-
tively curb the attack surface of security-critical kernel modules
and mitigate many vulnerabilities.

2 OVERVIEW
Our goal in this work is to mitigate vulnerabilities in security-
critical kernel modules in Android, i.e., those directly exposed to
untrusted programs. Examples of such kernel modules are Binder
IPC, GPU device driver, and WiFi device driver. Our key insights
in this work are that (1) there are rich patterns in how legitimate
programs issue syscalls to these kernel modules, and (2) in order to
exploit a vulnerability in a module, malware uses syscall patterns
different from those used by legitimate programs. Therefore, our
key idea in Sifter is to develop filters in order to enforce the syscall
patterns used by well-behaved, legitimate programs to interact with
these modules.

2.1 Motivating Examples
CVE-2017-13162. To exploit this vulnerability, a malicious pro-
gram must first issue an mmap syscall to Binder with a size that is
smaller than BINDER_MIN_ALLOC. However, this argument value
is never used by legitimate programs. This is because legiti-
mate programs interact with Binder using the library libbinder,
which passes a fixed size for mmap, one that is larger than
BINDER_MIN_ALLOC.
CVE-2017-9682. Figure 1 shows this CVE, which is a Use-After-
Free (UAF) vulnerability in the KGSL GPU driver. When a pro-
gram creates a draw context by calling the ioctl syscall with the
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IOCTL_KGSL_DRAWCTXT_CREATE command, the driver first allocates
and initializes the context. Then, at line 4, it adds the context to
context->idr, where idr is a kernel API to build a mapping be-
tween integers (i.e., ID) and pointers, which in this case are pointers
to contexts. Finally, after leaving the critical section protecting the
idr, the driver retrieves the ID of the context, which will later be
returned to the user. However, the final step at line 7 may lead
to a UAF vulnerability if another thread is destroying the same
context through another ioctl, IOCTL_KGSL_DRAWCTXT_DESTROY,
making context a dangling pointer. In this example, to exploit
the vulnerability, an adversary has to call the two ioctl syscalls
from two threads concurrently. However, it makes no sense for
legitimate programs to destroy a context simultaneously without
knowing its ID returned by the creation. Indeed, during our training
phase studying how legitimate programs interact with this driver
(§4), the only syscall we see after IOCTL_KGSL_DRAWCTXT_CREATE
is IOCTL_KGSL_GPUOBJ_ALLOC.

2.2 Goals
We pursue three goals in Sifter.
Goal I: perform deep inspection of syscall arguments. Syscall
arguments are not limited to a few values passed on CPU registers.
Many syscalls pass complex data structures in memory. For exam-
ple, the third argument of the ioctl syscall is a pointer to a data
structure, which itself might contain pointers to other data struc-
tures (i.e., a nested data structure). An example of such a syscall is
ioctl(fd, BINDER_WRITE_READ, ...), which programs use to
pass a large set of “commands” to Binder.
Goal II: use stateful filtering policies.The same syscall (with the
same argument) may or may not trigger a vulnerability depending
on the state of the kernel. Therefore, filtering policies that only
inspect one syscall at a time to make a decision cannot cope with
complex vulnerabilities. Therefore, an effective filter must be able
to securely store and read some state information across syscall
invocations and use the information for enforcing effective filtering
policies.
Goal III: eliminate the required domain knowledge from the
analyst. Since kernel modules are complex, requiring intimate
knowledge of a module’s syscall interface makes the process of
generating fine-grained filters laborious and error-prone.

2.3 Feasibility
Is it even feasible today to deploy fine-grained syscall filters with-
out impacting the performance and without requiring significant
amount of domain knowledge (and hence manual effort)? We ob-
serve that this might be feasible only now due to two recent ad-
vances:
(1) Extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF). Previously, an an-
alyst who wanted to deploy a filter in Linux had two main options.
One option was ptrace, which allows a tracer process to monitor
another process (i.e., tracee process). Whenever the tracee calls
syscalls, the tracer is woken up to check the tracee’s syscall number
and arguments. The major problem of ptrace is the performance
overhead it introduces to the tracee process due to the context
switches needed between the tracee and tracer on every syscall.

Another option was seccomp, which operates fully in the ker-
nel and hence eliminates the aforementioned overhead. However,
seccomp has two important limitations. First, it lacks the ability
to inspect arguments passed in memory. Second, it cannot keep
persistent state across syscalls, preventing stateful filters.

Fortunately, eBPF (extended BPF) support has been added to
the Linux kernel (and hence Android) recently [5] and it addresses
the aforementioned limitations. eBPF has a richer (compared to
BPF) set of instructions and supports a persistent data structure
across syscalls (called map). In addition to the greatly extended
capability, it also improves performance due to the use of just-
in-time compilation. For enhanced security, eBPF programs are
verified before being loaded into the kernel.

Indeed, there are several frameworks that can deploy eBPF pro-
grams in the kernel today. Since its introduction, kernel tracing
mechanisms such as kprobe, tracepoint, perf event, and raw trace-
point have gradually supported eBPF [6]. In fact, our own tracer in
Sifter leverages eBPF with tracepoint, as we will discuss. In 2018,
integration of eBPF with seccomp was supported [7], although it
has not been yet integrated into the mainline Linux. Finally, in 2020,
integration of eBPF with Linux security hooks, also known as Ker-
nel Runtime Security Instrumentation (KRSI), has been supported
and added to the mainline Linux (starting version 5.7) [8–10].

Use of eBPF can enable us to achieve the first two goals in §2.2.
Since all their policies are implemented in eBPF programs, Sifter
filters can be deployed in practice using either seccomp/eBPF or
KRSI. We use seccomp/eBPF in our prototype, but also provide a
discussion of how Sifter can be deployed using KRSI (§9).
(2) Syscall definition templates from syzkaller. Kernel mod-
ules export a custom syscall interface, mostly implemented through
the ioctl syscall. Each call to the syscall needs to specify a com-
mand number and pass a potentially complex data structure specific
to that command. Developing effective kernel filters for a module
hence requires understanding this interface, i.e., domain knowledge.
Requiring the security analyst to provide this domain knowledge
makes the process time-consuming and error-prone.

We observe that kernel fuzzers also require the same domain
knowledge to be able to effectively fuzz a kernel module. They
rely on syscall definition templates to achieve this goal. As a result,
security analysts have developed a large number of such templates.
More specifically, syzkaller [4], the state-of-the-art kernel fuzzer
provides such templates for 170 kernel modules (as of December
2021) including those specific to Android. Therefore, we reuse these
templates in Sifter to eliminate the need for domain knowledge
provided manually by the analyst. This enables us to achieve the
last goal in §2.2.

syzkaller’s templates include a comprehensive list of syscalls
and the attributes of their arguments (e.g., field name, data type,
data size, and the hierarchy of fields within arguments). The
templates categorize the arguments into several types, for ex-
ample: IntType, LenType, FlagsType, ConstType, ArrayType,
StructType, PtrType, BufferType, VmaType (virtual memory ar-
eas), and ResourceType (values passed between syscalls, e.g., file
descriptor).

We note that syzkaller might not have a template for a kernel
module. In this case, the analyst needs to develop the template.
This involves studying the syscall interface of a kernel module
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Figure 2: Sifter’s workflow. The blue shapes are part of Sifter and the white ones are external.

and then defining the syscalls along with their arguments using
syzkaller’s syscall description language. However, given the popu-
larity of syzkaller and other kernel fuzzers [11–19], we believe that
in the near future, many kernel modules will have their templates
available. As an example, at the time of this work, syzkaller’s main
repository did not have a template for the KGSL GPU driver used
in our prototype. However, our own research group had previously
developed the template for this module as part of a fuzzing research
project [20]. Therefore, we borrowed the template from that project
and added minor improvements. This significantly reduced our
manual effort.

2.4 Remaining Research Questions
Despite these new developments in Linux, two important research
questions remain:
Q1. Can effective filtering policies be automatically generated? We
show that we can automatically extract three different types of poli-
cies (i.e., argument limiting, operation serialization, and operation
deprecation policies) related to a security-critical kernel module by
observing how legitimate programs issue syscalls to the module
(§4 and §5). We also show that our automatically generated policies
can mitigate about half of all syscall-triggered vulnerabilities (§7).
Moreover, we show that they do not introduce false positives (§8.1).
Q2. Do such filters add prohibitive performance overhead to legitimate
programs? We demonstrate that our filters introduce very small or
negligible performance overhead to real programs (§8.2). Moreover,
they incur a very small amount of energy consumption (§8.3).

3 THREAT MODEL
Our goal is to prevent malware from exploiting vulnerabilities
in security-critical kernel modules through the syscall interface.
We assume that malware controls one or multiple processes and
can execute arbitrary code in them. We assume that malware can
only leverage the syscall interface, but not other interfaces to the
kernel. For example, we do not consider the hardware interface,
e.g., incoming network packets and interrupts.

4 WORKFLOW
Figure 2 shows the workflow of Sifter. There are three components
in Sifter: the automatic syscall tracer generator, the tracing agent,
and the automatic filter generator.

Imagine a security analyst who wants to use Sifter to generate a
filter for a security-critical kernel module in Android. In the first
step, the analyst uses the tracer generator to generate a tracer for
that kernel module. To do so, the analyst feeds the syscall definition

template of that module (§2.3) to the tracer generator, which auto-
matically generates the source code of a tracepoint/eBPF syscall
tracer.

In the second step, the analyst uses the tracing agent to col-
lect traces of syscalls from a set of training programs. The analyst
needs to choose a representative and comprehensive set of training
programs in order to capture all legitimate and expected syscall
patterns (see Table 2 in §6.5 for the detailed list of the training
programs in our prototype). To perform this step, the analyst uses
the agent to deploy the tracer, execute the training programs, and
collect the syscall traces. The tracing agent automatically hooks the
tracepoint/eBPF tracer program to syscall entry and return points.
The tracer logs the syscall number, the arguments in the registers
and the timestamp for all syscalls into an eBPF map. When the
syscall is for the kernel module of interest, the tracer will addition-
ally perform a deep copy of arguments from the user space memory
to additional eBPF maps.

In the third step, the analyst uses the filter generator to generate
the filter. The generator reads the syscall traces, performs a series
of analyses to extract filter policies (§5), and then generates a sec-
comp/eBPF filter to enforce the policies. The filter generator also
uses the syscall definition template to generate code to parse syscall
arguments at runtime.

In the fourth step, the analyst evaluates the false positive rate of
the filter (§8.1). If not zero, the analyst chooses additional programs
for training and goes back to the second step. This continues until
the false positive rate reaches zero.

In the final step, the analyst deploys this filter into a target mobile
device. As mentioned in §2.3, our prototype currently leverages
seccomp to deploy the eBPF filter. In this case, the filter is deployed
selectively for operating system processes. More specifically, similar
to existing seccomp filters, the filter needs to be installed for the
process before the execution of any untrusted code in that process.
Given that a seccomp filter cannot be disabled once installed, the
untrusted code cannot escape the filter. As also mentioned in §2.3,
we can also use KRSI to deploy our filters. In that case, the filter
will be deployed for a specific module (see §9 for a discussion on
this matter). Figure 3 illustrates the filter in action.

We finally note that this workflow requires the analyst to in-
vest time in selecting and running the training programs as well
as inspecting and evaluating the generated filters. However, the
analyst is not required to encode domain knowledge about the
syscall interface of a kernel module, which would be a laborious
and error-prone process.
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Violation policy.When our filters detect a policy violation, they
react according to a violation policy. Our default policy (which we
also use in our prototype) is to block the violating syscall, potentially
resulting in breaking/terminating the guilty program. This policy
prevents exploitation of vulnerabilities and hence mitigates them.
However, it is possible to use a less strict policy, which just logs the
violation and reports it for future auditing.

5 FILTER POLICIES
Sifter generates three filtering policies based on the collected syscall
traces from training programs. We next discusses these policies.

5.1 Argument Limiting Policy
This policy has stateless rules that constrain the values of syscall
arguments of the following types: integers, length arguments, and
flags. It also walks the arguments contained within arrays and
structs and generate policies for them too.

A naive approach to implementing the argument policy is to
blindly limit the arguments to only the values that have been
recorded in the training phase. Unfortunately, this approach would
require the filter to store a potentially prohibitively large number of
values seen in the training phase, which is impractical. Moreover, it
would require the training phase to cover extremely large number
of training programs so that all possible values are seen. To address
these challenges, Sifter generates the constraints statistically de-
pending on their types. It does so in two steps: outlier analysis and
policy generation.
Outlier analysis. Sifter prunes out outlier arguments from the
traces. In our experience with a large amount of syscall traces,
we have noticed that some legitimate programs issue erroneous
syscalls, i.e., those with outlier arguments. For example, we have
seen a binder command buffer containing an erroneous command
with a 0x0 flag, which is undefined. To identify and remove outliers,
Sifter analyzes the traces twice. In the first run, it builds knowledge
of the arguments. It then scans all the syscall traces again to drop
the outliers.

Sifter prunes out the outliers based on shared characteristics of
anomalies between the same type of arguments: for a flag argument,
if the frequency of a unique value is below a given threshold and
it only appears in one training program, then Sifter views it as an
outlier. For a length argument, Sifter first computes its weighted
mean, m, and the mean absolute deviation, d. Then, values that are
col · d away fromm are considered as outliers.

We have found two outliers in all of the programs that we tested
(§6.5) and we have manually confirmed that each of the detected
outliers are indeed incorrect usages of a syscall.
Policy generation. Sifter analyzes the cleaned-up traces (i.e.,
traces without outliers) to generate argument policies. For length
arguments, Sifter calculates the new weighted mean, m, and the
mean absolute deviation, d. Then, it calculates the legitimate range
of a length argument as [m−cd ·d,m+cd ·d], or [0,m+cd ·d] if the
lower bound is a negative number. For flag arguments, the policy
will only allow the values seen in traces. Since the distributions
of these arguments vary, we currently determine cd empirically.
However, we are considering automating this process by using the
traces themselves to determine these constants.

Note that for pointers (i.e., PtrType), although the filter does
not impose specific restrictions on the values, if the filter fails to
copy the memory from the user space, the argument will be deemed
invalid.

5.2 Operation Serialization Policy
A large number of vulnerabilities in the kernel are race conditions
(e.g., 43% of all syscall-triggered vulnerabilities that we study in
§7). To exploit a race condition, a malicious program often needs
to issue syscalls simultaneously from multiple threads to cause a
race. A straightforward approach to mitigating such vulnerabilities
is serialization, which eliminates concurrency.

A naive approach is to serialize each and all syscalls. However,
this strawman approach has two important limitations:

First, it cannot prevent race conditions that are triggered as a
result of a specific ordering of issued syscalls. For example, con-
sider two syscalls issued consecutively, the first of which allocates
a kernel structure containing a pointer and the second allocates the
memory pointed by the pointer. If another syscall tries to derefer-
ence the pointer before the second syscall, a null pointer dereference
will happen.

Second, it may cause a program to deadlock if the syscalls have
some form of a dependency on each other. For example, we tested
this strawman approach on the Binder module and noticed a dead-
lock in the few programs we tested (including a micro-benchmark
and a game). This is because these programs use two threads to
interact with Binder, one for sending and one for receiving IPC
messages, where the latter sleeps in the kernel. Since these two
threads have dependencies (i.e., the receiving thread would not
receive any messages until the sending thread sends the message),
serializing the syscalls causes a deadlock.

To address these limitations, we introduce the operation serial-
ization policy. In this policy, we serialize operations, defined as a
sequence of one or multiple syscalls always used together and in
a specific order by programs to perform some higher-level opera-
tion related to the kernel module. Examples of these operations are
Binder initialization, GPU initialization, and GPU cache flushing.
Since these operations represent semantically-independent tasks,
they are better candidates for serialization. We note that our fil-
ter will not be able to mitigate race conditions that rely on the
order of execution of operations, but those vulnerabilities are by
definition a subset of race conditions triggered by reordering the
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syscalls. Hence, our operation serialization policy is a stricter policy
compared to the strawman syscall serialization policy.

It is important to clarify: since most of the operations on kernel
modules are done through ioctl syscalls with different commands,
we must differentiate these syscalls. This is achieved by treating
ioctls with different commands as different syscalls in the se-
quence. Besides, since FlagsType arguments might carry additional
semantics in syscalls (e.g., an ioctl, IOCTL_KGSL_SETPROPERTY,
may set different properties of the GPU driver depending on the
type field in the structure, kgsl_device_getproperty), we also
differentiate syscalls when these arguments are different.

Next, we discuss how we identify the operations by monitoring
the syscalls issued by legitimate programs. We will also explain
how we prevent deadlocks.
Operation detection. To detect operations, Sifter tries to find
indivisible sequences of syscalls in the traces. The syscalls in such
a sequence are always used by legitimate programs together and
in a fixed order. In other words, one does not find a subset of an
indivisible sequence in the traces.

Sifter identifies indivisible sequences in two steps. In the first
step, it scans through syscall traces and breaks them down into
smaller syscall sequences. Sifter breaks down the traces based on
the temporal proximity of two kernel module syscalls defined by
the time and the number of other syscalls between them. If the
time of a kernel module syscall since the last kernel module syscall
exceeds a threshold (250 ms in our prototype), it breaks down the
sequence. (We determine this threshold, as well as a few other con-
stants/thresholds discussed later, empirically by studying syscalls
issued by programs.) During the scanning, there will also be other
generic syscalls (i.e., syscalls not related to the kernel module of
interest) between kernel module syscalls. As the number of these
generic syscalls between two module syscalls grows, it is less likely
the twomodule syscalls are associated and used together. Therefore,
when the number exceeds a threshold (10 in our prototype), Sifter
breaks the syscall sequence down.

However, all the sequences found in the first step are not indivisi-
ble as some might be a subsequence of others. The high level idea in
the second step is to check if any of the sequences is a subsequence
of another, in which case the longer sequence is split. This process
continues until no new sequences are discovered.

After applying this algorithm to syscall traces from real pro-
grams (§6.5), we do find some interesting sequences, representing
the aforementioned high-level operations used by programs. For ex-
ample, we find a short ioctl(fd, IOCTL_KGSL_GPUOBJ_ALLOC)→
mmap(addr, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, ...) se-
quence, which suggest that the GPU object allocation operation
always maps the GPU memory into user space after creating a
memory entry in the GPU driver. We also find some longer op-
erations. For example, we find an operation with 8 syscalls, all
IOCTL_KGSL_GETPROPERTY but with different values for a flag argu-
ment, type: 0x13→0x17→0x18→0x15→0x19→0x20→0x1a→0x1b.
This operation is used during the GPU initialization phase.
Deadlock prevention. As discussed earlier, serializing all opera-
tions can result in a deadlock. We observe that a deadlock happens
only when one of the syscalls in an operation sleeps in the ker-
nel (that is, this is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
the deadlock). Therefore, we do not serialize such operations. We

PArg POp.S POp.D #Inst. Map size (byte)
Binder IPC 15 3 5 1378 7700
GPU driver 60 23 16 1886 5734

Table 1: Information of filters generated by Sifter. PArgis the
number of argument limiting policies, POp.Sis the number of
operations in the operation serialization policy, and POp.Dis
the number of syscalls allowed by the operation deprecation
policy. #Inst. is the number of eBPF instructions.

identify these operations by measuring the execution time of their
syscalls. We have only found two such operations (one in Binder
and one in the GPU driver) and have confirmed (by analyzing the
source code) that they do include sleeping syscalls.

5.3 Operation Deprecation Policy
Kernel modules often have several legacy and old syscalls not used
by legitimate programs. However, these syscalls can be used by
malware for exploits [1, 21]. We develop a policy that disallows
such syscalls.

We identify deprecated syscalls by analyzing the syscall traces
collected from legitimate programs. If a syscall has never been seen
in the traces, our filter disallows using it.

However, our policy goes beyond disallowing single deprecated
syscalls. It disallows deprecated operations. That is, if a sequence
of syscalls has never been seen in the traces, our filter disallows
it (even if all the syscalls forming the operation have been seen
separately in different operations).

6 IMPLEMENTATION & PROTOTYPE
We implemented Sifter in Go and C++ in 6000 LoC. We developed
the seccomp/eBPF filtering mechanism based on [7], and integrated
it with the Linux kernel 4.9 for Android on Google Pixel 3. As
discussed in §9, it is feasible to deploy Sifter’s filters using the
KRSI framework as well. We note that eBPF is widely available on
modern Android-based mobile devices, i.e., those with Linux kernel
version 4.9 or higher.

Using our prototype, we have generated filters for two security-
critical kernel modules and tested them on Pixel 3: Binder IPC and
Qualcomm KGSL GPU driver. We do not currently provide a filter
for the WiFi driver (which is also a security-critical module) since
our prototype currently only supports device files (e.g., /dev/binder
for Binder IPC), but not sockets used by network drivers.

Table 1 provides some information about the two filters we have
constructed. The table shows the number of rules of different poli-
cies of the generated filters. It also reports the number of eBPF
instructions along with the total size of the maps (where we cal-
culate the size of a map by multiplying the size of an entry by the
number of entries).

We next discuss some important practical challenges that we
needed to overcome to realize Sifter.

6.1 Checking File Descriptors
Sifter enforces its policies per opened file descriptor. When a pro-
gram needs to use a module, it first opens the module, which returns
a file descriptor. All following syscalls are then issued by passing
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the file descriptor. We enforce the policies per file descriptor be-
cause kernel modules maintain different state information for each
opened file descriptor.

This creates a challenge: the filter needs to knowwhich module a
file descriptor belongs to. This is challenging since seccomp checks
syscall arguments at the syscall entry point right after switching
to the kernel mode, but not at the implementation of the syscall
handler. To solve this, we implement a new eBPF helper function,
bpf_check_fd. The added helper function checks whether the fd
argument of a syscall is for the targeted module or not.

6.2 Deploying Complex Filters using eBPF
A filter generated by Sifter is complex since it walks through deep
memory arguments and maintains the state of the syscall sequences.
In our first prototype, we implemented the filter in a single eBPF
program. However, that exceeded the complexity limit of the eBPF
verifier and thus was rejected. This was because the verifier could
not traverse every possible path in the program to check its safety.
To address this challenge, we break the filter into several smaller
filters: multiple argument limiting filters, one filter to reject single-
syscall deprecated operations (and to reject syscalls not approved
by at least one argument-limiting filter), and one filter to serialize
the operations and to reject deprecated multi-syscall operations.
These filters use an eBPF map to share information.

6.3 Preventing Collusion Attacks
When analyzing syscall traces to extract operations (§5.2), we look
at syscalls triggered by each thread separately. This is because in
a well-behaved program, there is no reason to use more than one
thread to issue a set of dependent syscalls to realize an operation
together. However, when enforcing the operations (i.e., sequence
of syscalls), we cannot simply enforce them per thread. If we do,
malware can use colluding threads or processes to bypass the filter.
We devise solutions to prevent such collusions, as discussed next.

First consider the case of colluding threads. This case is
taken care of by serializing the operation issued on a spe-
cific file descriptor. To implement the critical section, we add
three eBPF helper functions, bpf_lock_fd, bpf_unlock_fd and
bpf_wait_if_fd_locked. Note that our helper functions lock the
underlying struct file of the file descriptor, as opposed to the
file descriptor itself.

Now consider the case of colluding processes. Malware can
achieve this in two ways. One way is to fork a child process and use
the threads in this process to break the serialization. We prevent
this case by sharing the aforementioned lock with child processes.
Another way is to use two independent processes. In this case, one
process needs to be able to dup the file descriptor for the other pro-
cess. Therefore, we do not allow dup to duplicate the file descriptors
of our security-critical kernel modules.

6.4 Preventing TOCTOU Attacks
TOCTTOU attack is a check-evading technique, which succeeds
when the target of check can be modified after check and before
use. To prevent TOCCTOU attacks on in-memory arguments, Sifter
caches the arguments by their addresses when being examined
by the filter. Later when the kernel module fetches the argument

by calling copy_from_user and get_user, instead of copying the
argument from the user space again, Sifter returns the cached value.
Therefore, even if a malicious program uses another thread to mod-
ify the argument, the modified value will not be consumed by the
module.

We also prevent TOCTOU for file descriptors. Since there is a
window between the filter and the actual syscall handler, the file
pointed to by the file descriptor might be changed maliciously to
bypass the filter. The attacker can mount an attack by first calling
the syscall consisting illegal arguments to a file other than the
kernel module of interest. Then, right after it passes the filter, the
attacker can “redirect” the call by closing the file pointed by the
original file descriptor and then duplicating the file descriptor of the
kernel module to take the place of the original file descriptor in the
argument. However, as discussed, we do not allow dup to duplicate
on the file descriptors of our security-critical kernel modules, which
blocks this type of TOCTTOU attack.

6.5 Training Programs
We used a diverse set of training programs for our filters. For Binder
IPC and the GPU driver, we record syscalls issued by 60 Android
apps downloaded from the Google Play store. The training pro-
grams are selected from the top charts of various categories based
on popularity and review score. They include popular video stream-
ing apps, shopping apps, games, social media apps, and tools. Table 2
shows the detailed list of the training programs. For each of them,
we start the tracing agent and manually interact with the app for
30 minutes with the goal of exercising as much functionality as
possible. The syscall tracing results are later used to generate filters.
This manual interaction with the app is currently the most time-
consuming aspect of our system. However, we think the manual
effort is acceptable since there are only a limited number of security-
critical kernel modules that programs can directly access in Android.
Besides, the two security-critical kernel modules we analyzed are
widely available: Binder is available on all Android devices and
Qualcomm GPUs have a significant market share. Therefore, the
effort could benefit many devices in the wild with the potential
of mitigating zero days. One option to automate the manual trace
collection is to use a monkey, e.g., the Android UI/Application ex-
erciser [22]. However, a monkey might not be able to invoke as
many functionalities of the app as we manually do since it often
gets stuck at certain UI elements. We think that tuning a monkey
to generate syscall traces with high coverage needed by Sifter will
be a useful future work.

7 EFFECTIVENESS STUDY
We present a study of 41 Linux CVEs from the Binder IPC module
and the Qualcomm KGSL GPU device driver used in many mobile
devices. These CVEs are all that we found for the period of 2016-
2020. We collect these CVEs from the MITRE CVE database and
the Android security bulletin. We have two key goals in this study.
First, we use the study to show empirically that a large number
of vulnerabilities are triggered by syscalls and hence can, at least
theoretically, be mitigated by syscall filters. Second, we use the
study as a framework to evaluate the effectiveness of Sifter.
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Apps Games Google
Zoom, Snapchat, Discord, Webtoon, Duolingo, Genshin Impact, Roblox, Terraria, Snake.io, Youtube,
McDonalds, Doordash, MyFitnessPal, AllTrails, Dragon Ball Z Dokkan Battle, Tomb of the Mask, Crossy Road, Gmail,
Spotify, Shazam, Opera News, Adobe Acrobat, Subway Surfers, Angry Bird Friends, Hungry Shark World, Maps,
Microsoft Word, Amazon Shopping, Walmart, Block Craft 3D, Candy Crush Saga, Coin Master, My Talking Tom 2, Photos,
Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, NFL, Booking.com, Best Fiends, Toonblast, Cut the Rope 2, Need for Speed: No Limits, Calendar,
The Weather Channel, Twitch, Pintrest, Design Home: Real Home Decor, Fishing Clash, SimCity Buildit, Translate,
eBay, Wish, Dropbox 8 Ball Pool, Clash of Clans, Plants vs. Zombies, Egg Inc Sheets,

Earth

Table 2: Training programs used for generating syscall policies.

Components Vsifter Vsyscall-Vsifter Vall-VsyscallArgument limiting Op. serialization Op. deprecation

Binder
19-21812 , 17-131622 20-00303 , 19-22154 , 20-00415 , 19-22142 , 19-22133 , 18-20510, 18-20509,

19-20004 19-20253 , 19-19993 , 18-94653 , 16-8402, 16-6683
17-177705 , 17-131641 , 16-66891

GPU driver

18-58314 , 17-73665 , 18-139053 , 17-96823 , 17-158293 , 17-158203 , 19-105712 , 19-105675 , 19-105294 , 19-10545, 18-3571
16-24682 17-82623 , 16-84793 , 17-148865 , 16-26022 17-148911 , 17-110923 , 17-110444

16-25043 , 16-25033 , 16-67491 , 16-20675

Total # bugs 5 6 7 17 6

Table 3: Analysis of CVEs in Binder and Qualcomm KGSL GPU driver (CVE-20YY-XXXX is shortened to YY-XXXXT, where T is
the vulnerability type – 1: information leakage, 2: OOB access, 3: data race, 4: kernel API misuse, and 5: logical bug).
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Figure 4: The numbers of triggerable vulnerabilities in
Vsyscall before and after applying filters.

Out of all the vulnerabilities (Vall), we determine those that are
triggered by the use of syscalls (Vsyscall). We find that 35 of the
vulnerabilities (85%) fall in Vsyscall. Out of the 6 remaining vulnera-
bilities, five are triggered through the debugfs and one through the
initialization path with an erroneous configuration. These vulnera-
bilities are out of the scope of a syscall filtering solution.

We then determine whether Sifter can mitigate the syscall-
triggered vulnerabilities (Vsyscall). For each such vulnerability, we
first determine the sequences of syscalls needed to trigger it. This
is done mainly by analyzing the source code and studying PoC pro-
grams. We assess the effectiveness of Sifter by seeing if the syscall
sequence to trigger the vulnerability violates the policies generated
by Sifter (in which case Sifter mitigates that vulnerability). If we
determine that Sifter can mitigate a vulnerability, we confirm it by
actually running the PoC and checking that the Sifter’s filter neu-
tralizes it. Whenever PoCs were not available, we developed them
ourselves, a process that required a significant amount of effort. We
have released the 12 PoCs that we have developed alongside the
source code for Sifter, so that our results could be reproduced.

The number of triggerable vulnerabilities in Vsyscall before and af-
ter applying filters is illustrated in Figure 4 and the detail breakdown

is shown in Table 3. Our analysis shows that 18 of the vulnerabili-
ties are mitigated using Sifter (Vsifter). They account for about 51%
of syscall-triggered vulnerabilities (Vsyscall).

We further analyze the severity of the vulnerabilities. Our anal-
ysis shows that the vulnerabilities mitigated by Sifter have high
severity, i.e., their average CVSS rating is 7.3. This shows the effec-
tiveness of Sifter in mitigating serious vulnerabilities.
Effectiveness of different policies. We find that different poli-
cies have varying levels of importance in mitigating different types
of vulnerabilities. We discuss how they succeed below.

First, the argument limiting policy mostly mitigates Out-Of-
Bounds (OOB) vulnerabilities. Figure 5 shows one such vulnera-
bility, CVE-2016-2468, in the Qualcomm GPU driver. During GPU
memory allocation, the driver updates sglen in the loop at line 12
based on len, which gets directly assigned from a user-controllable
argument of the function, size, earlier at line 8. Since the datatype
of len is a signed integer, assigning it with a value greater than
0x80000000 will result in a negative len. As as result, sglen never
gets updated in the loop, and when being used to index an array
at line 16, OOB access happens. However, during the training, it
never exceeds 0x80000000. The argument policy generated by Sifter
limits its upper bound to around 0x1E000000, therefore preventing
it from being exploited.

Second, the operation serialization policy in our analysis mostly
mitigates race condition vulnerabilities, especially UAFs.We explain
how it works using CVE-2018-13905 as an example, which is illus-
trated in Figure 6. In the Qualcomm GPU driver, the book-keeping
of sync-sources is done by using idr. The user can destroy a sync-
source by calling the ioctl syscall with an argument specifying
the ID. The driver first invokes kgsl_ioctl_syncsource_destroy
at line 14. It then looks up the sync-source from the idr, calls
kgsl_syncsource_cleanup to remove it from the idr, and then
releases the sync-source. While every operation on idr, namely
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1 static int
2 _kgsl_sharedmem_page_alloc(struct kgsl_memdesc *memdesc,
3 struct kgsl_pagetable *pagetable,
4 size_t size) {
5 int ret = 0;
6 int len, page_size, sglen_alloc, sglen = 0;
7 ...
8 len = size;
9 ...
10 while (len > 0) {
11 ...
12 sg_set_page(&memdesc->sg[sglen++], page, ... );
13 ...
14 }
15 ...
16 sg_mark_end(&memdesc->sg[sglen - 1]);

Figure 5: Simplified code illustrating CVE-2016-2468.

1 static void kgsl_syncsource_cleanup(
2 struct kgsl_process_private *private,
3 struct kgsl_syncsource *syncsource) {
4 ...
5 spin_lock(&private->syncsource_lock);
6 if (syncsource->id != 0) {
7 idr_remove(&private->syncsource_idr, syncsource->id);
8 syncsource->id = 0;
9 }
10 spin_unlock(&private->syncsource_lock);
11 ...
12 }
13
14 kgsl_ioctl_syncsource_destroy(
15 struct kgsl_device_private *dev_priv,
16 unsigned int cmd, void *data) {
17 ...
18 spin_lock(&private->syncsource_lock);
19 syncsource = idr_find(&private->syncsource_idr,
20 param->id);
21 spin_unlock(&private->syncsource_lock);
22 ...
23 if (syncsource == NULL)
24 return -EINVAL;
25 kgsl_syncsource_cleanup(private, syncsource);
26 return 0;
27 }

Figure 6: Simplified code illustrating CVE-2018-13905.

idr_find and idr_remove, seems to be protected by a spinlock,
the destroy process is not atomic. When one thread is trying to
destroy a sync-source, after it finds the sync-source and before
removing it, another thread might acquire a reference to the same
sync-source. After it is destroyed by the first thread, access to the
dangling pointer in the second thread will cause a UAF.

To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker will need to is-
sue the racy syscall from two concurrent threads. In this case,
it is IOCTL_KGSL_SYNCSOURCE_DESTROY. However, during auto-
matic syscall analysis running training programs, we discover
that the syscall only appears in one operation (i.e., an indi-
visible sequence of syscalls), IOCTL_KGSL_SYNSOURCE_CREATE→
IOCTL_KGSL_SYNCSOURCE_DESTROY. When this syscall sequence
is enforced by the filter, during a call to the syscall sequence, no
other threads would be allowed to make syscalls to the driver and
therefore the vulnerability becomes impossible to exploit.

Finally, our operation deprecation policy is effective against
attacks exploiting vulnerabilities in deprecated syscalls. An exam-
ple is a race condition bug, CVE-2017-15829, in the deprecated
IOCTL_KGSL_SPARSE_BIND syscall.

Non-mitigated vulnerabilities. An example of these non-
mitigated vulnerabilities is CVE-2020-0041 in the Binder IPC. The
vulnerability is caused by an incorrectly calculated variable used
for checking the boundary. This allows an attacker to violate the
rules of how binder objects should be placed in the binder trans-
action buffer. The binder transaction buffer may hold a series of
objects with hierarchical relationships and requires specific logic
to validate its correctness. Sifter unfortunately cannot mitigate this
vulnerability.

Another example of a non-mitigated vulnerability is CVE-2017-
14891 in the GPU driver. The driver does not zero out a variable
in the beginning, causing it to leak sensitive stack data to the user.
Since the filter does not have control of the leaking path, it fails to
mitigate this vulnerability.

The third example, CVE-2019-2213, is a race condition vulnera-
bility in the Binder IPC. It cannot be mitigated by Sifter because not
only the racing paths can be triggered with normal arguments, but
also concurrent access to the shared data cannot be serialized by
the operation serialization policy. More specifically, since the ioctl
with command BINDER_WRITE_READ may sleep during invocation,
the kernel module cannot be locked as doing so will break it. As a
result, this vulnerability cannot be mitigated by the filter.

7.1 Mimicry Attacks
One might wonder about Sifter’s defense against mimicry at-
tacks [23]. That is, one might wonder whether Sifter’s filters can
be bypassed by (1) crafting the syscall arguments, (2) substituting
some syscalls in the syscall sequence with equivalent syscalls, or
(3) inserting no-op syscalls or delays between the syscalls in an op-
eration to deceive the filter. (These are all types of mimicry attacks
that we could think of.) In our analysis, Sifter is secure against such
mimicry attacks, as discussed next.

(1): unlike existing syscall filtering mechanisms that only check
arguments in registers, Sifter checks deep in-memory arguments.
Therefore, if syscall arguments are maliciously modified, they will
be detected by Sifter. We do note that Sifter might not check all
the arguments of a syscall. This can happen if the syscall descrip-
tions of the module borrowed from syzkaller are not complete. But
according to our analysis, our argument checks are adequate to
thwart such mimicry attacks for all the CVEs we analyzed.

(2): in a complex kernel module such as the GPU driver, it is
possible to have multiple entry points that can reach a vulnerability
(i.e., equivalent syscalls). However, in our analysis, these equivalent
syscalls are mostly legacy ones, hence our operation deprecation
policy rejects them. According to our analysis, no such mimicry
attacks are feasible for all the CVEs we analyzed.

(3): our filters ignore delays and no-op syscalls when detecting
syscall sequences of operations, hence these attacks will not be
effective.

8 EVALUATION
8.1 False Positive Analysis
Sifter’s dynamic approach in generating syscall policies could yield
stricter filters when compared to statically analyzing syscall usages
of the kernel module from applications or libraries. However, on
the other hand, it has a higher chance of accidentally blocking or
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Figure 7: False positives of filters trained and tested using dif-
ferent numbers of training programs.

reporting (depending on the violation policy discussed in §4) a le-
gitimate syscall, i.e., a false positive. In this section, we demonstrate
that, with enough data, our filters can achieve a 0% false positive
rate.

We use a leave-one-out cross-validation method to assess how
filters trained with different sizes of data set (numbers of traces)
perform. We first randomly select different numbers of programs
from all the available program traces collected from real programs.
Next, in each data set, we leave one program out for testing and use
the rest as training data. Then, we feed the traces of the training
programs to Sifter’s filter generator to produce syscall policies.

Finally, we configure the filter generator into testing mode and
feed the testing traces. The filter generator then acts as the syscall
filter imposing the policies and reports syscalls that violates the
policies when it scans through the traces. Note that during training,
we use pre-determined thresholds for each type of argument and
policy, and do not change them. Besides, to prevent overfitting the
model, the cross-validation method uses the trace unseen by the
trained model for testing. In addition, the train-and-test process is
repeated ten times independently without carrying over the result
for each size of the data set or across iterations.

The result, illustrated in Figure 7, shows that initially, filters of
both modules have significant amount of false positives, which are
contributed by all policies due to the lack of training data. How-
ever the false positive rate is reduced dramatically with increasing
the training data set size. For GPU driver, we can reach 0% false
positives after using 9 programs for training. For Binder, it needs
more training data to reach 0% false positive. The false positives
drop to 0% after we increase the number of training programs to
19. Note that the required amount of programs for different kernel
modules may vary, and the train-and-test method can serve as a
indication of whether the training data is enough.

Besides, while it is equally important to reduce false positives for
all policies as a single false positive can potentially break a normal
program, a false positive in operation serialization policy could be
more problematic. An overly long syscall sequence that is not truly
indivisible may lock the kernel module and prevent other threads
from using it, causing the program to freeze.

Our use of syscall traces collected from real programs provides a
reproducible way to evaluate the false positive rate under different
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Figure 8: Performance overhead of Sifter on Binder micro-
benchmarks.

training set sizes. Since we record all the syscalls issued by pro-
grams, this evaluation methodology does not add any inaccuracies.
To further demonstrate that our filters can achieve 0% false positive
rates, in the second step, we also apply both of our filters to a couple
of programs (Booking.com, Youtube, Terraria, and Subway Surfers)
running in a smartphone and verify that the filter does not break
normal usages of these programs.

It is worth mentioning that although we do not change the
aforementioned thresholds in our evaluation for both modules, they
theoretically can differ for kernel modules even for the same type of
arguments as they carry different semantics. For the threshold used
in operation serialization policy, it serves as a hint to break down
the syscall sequence. Therefore, it should be set rather large than
small to avoid breaking an indivisible sequence. A large threshold
will only cause the indivisible sequence extraction process longer.
For the length-type arguments in the argument limiting policy, the
threshold is determined by mean absolute deviation. Therefore, if
the distribution of arguments changes a lot, it could require more
attention from the analyst.

8.2 Performance
We measure the performance overhead of Sifter on Binder IPC and
the Qualcomm KGSL GPU driver. To evaluate the performance
overhead introduced by Sifter, we install the filters generated by
Sifter on selected benchmark programs including both synthetic
benchmarks (i.e., micro-benchmarks) and real programs (i.e., macro-
benchmarks). Then, we report the execution time as well as the
CPU usage. We run each experiment ten times and show the mean
and standard deviation (the latter using error bars).
Binder. To evaluate the impact of Sifter on Binder, we choose two
micro-benchmarks, BinderThroughput and schd-dbg, and one
macro-benchmark, SurfaceFlingerStress. BinderTroughput
measures the average time consumed by Binder transactions of
various sizes, and schd-dbgmeasures the average latency of Binder
transactions. The results of the micro-benchmarks, shown in Fig-
ure 8, show that Sifter increases the transaction time by 49%. The
latency micro-benchmark shows transactions on average spend
56% more time in the kernel.

However, the overhead observed in micro-benchmarks might
not translate directly to degraded user experience since Binder IPC
normally takes only a small portion of a program’s execution time.
Therefore, it is also important to understand their real-world im-
pact on programs by running macro-benchmarks. We choose the
macro-benchmark because it has high Binder utilization, i.e., 50%
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Figure 9: Performance overhead of Sifter on Binder macro-
benchmark (SurfaceFlingerStress).
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Figure 10: Performance overhead of Sifter on GPU macro-
benchmarks (PM1: Passmark 3D simple, PM2: Passmark 3D
complex, PM3: Passmark OpenGL ES).

of its syscalls are Binder ioctls. Figure 9a shows the execution
time of SurfaceFlingerStress, which is a test program stress-
ing SurfaceFlinger by creating and destroying surfaces for 1,000
times in 10 threads, respectively. Therefore, we use it to simulate
a Binder IPC intensive application. Although Sifter introduces a
noticeable overhead to Binder transactions, it only slows down the
extremely IPC-intensive program by 1.7% and increases the CPU
usage by 5% (Figure 9b).
GPU driver. To evaluate the performance overhead of the filter
on GPU in real world scenarios, we apply the filter to three 3D
benchmarks. We measure the average CPU usages and the frames-
per-second (FPS) during the testing session. Figure 10a shows the
FPS of the three macro-benchmarks. The performance overhead
introduced by the syscall filter in terms of FPS is almost negligi-
ble whether the benchmark programs stress the GPU or not. The
differences of FPS are within the measurements’ error margins.
Figure 10b shows the CPU usages of the benchmarks before and
after installing the filter. The CPU usage increase is also almost
unnoticeable in the first GPU benchmark. In the second and third
benchmarks, the CPU usage of the program with filter is slightly
lower than the one without by 4.4% and 3.3%, respectively. (We sus-
pect that the small amount of idle time caused by the locks in our
serialization policy results in the slightly lower CPU usage when
the filter is used.) This again shows that the performance overhead
introduced by Sifter is almost negligible in real world scenarios.
Scalability. To evaluate the performance impact of multiple filters
being installed to a program, we apply different combinations of
filters to a 3D game, Subway Surfers, that use both Binder IPC and
the GPU. The FPS and CPU usages difference are all within the
error margin even when both Binder and GPU filters are installed.

8.3 Energy Consumption
To evaluate the energy consumption introduced by the filters, we
installed the filters for both Binder IPC and GPU driver to the afore-
mentioned 3D game. Then we measure the energy consumption
of a six-minute game play for ten times. Compared to running the
program without filters, the energy consumption is increased by
0.73mAh (which is 0.025% of the total battery capacity).

8.4 Training Time
The training time of a filter is proportional to the training data
set size. When using the largest data set, which comprises 60 30-
minute traces with a total size of 131 GB, it takes Sifter two hours
to analyze the traces and generate a syscall filter on an Intel Xeon
CPU E5-2697v4 machine using a single core.

9 DISCUSSIONS
Deploying Sifter filters with KRSI. In general, it is possible to
deploy Sifter filters with KRSI. To do so, a mapping of syscalls to
Linux security hooks is required since seccomp filters and KRSI
eBPF programs are invoked at different locations. While seccomp
filters hook to the syscall entry, KRSI eBPF programs are called at
Linux security hooks placed deeper in the kernel, often at syscall
handlers or other functions where the arguments need to be scru-
tinized. Also, a mapping of function argument are needed since
some of the syscall arguments are resolved to internal data struc-
tures when being passed to the security hooks (e.g., a file descriptor
argument is resolved to struct file *).
Deploying Sifter filters beyond Android. Sifter is built on top
of eBPF, which is originally developed for Linux. Thus, Sifter is
not limited to Android and can be used for all devices using the
Linux kernel. Moreover, due to the popularity of eBPF and its ability
of extending kernel functionality, Microsoft is also adopting it in
Windows [24]. Therefore, Sifter may be applicable to a wider range
of mobile devices in the future, such as laptops and embedded
devices.
Deploying Sifter filters along with other defenses. Sifter is or-
thogonal to other kernel hardening techniques. Since kernel hard-
ening techniques are developed to prevent specific types of attacks,
multiple of them are usually present on a system to make the kernel
harder to exploit. Sifter as an attack surface reduction approach
may prevent vulnerabilities from being triggered in the first place,
so that even if a vulnerability cannot be mitigated by other tech-
niques in the later stage of the exploitation, the kernel will remain
safe.

10 RELATEDWORK
Syscall filtering. There is a long line of work on syscall filter-
ing frameworks [25–32]. These filtering frameworks use different
hooks, which give them different capabilities and performance im-
plications. ptrace-based approaches are generally slower due to
their inability to trace syscalls selectively [28]. Mbox [27] utilizes
seccomp/BPF to only monitor syscalls of interest and then invoke
the ptrace-based tracer to query the policy engine, which greatly
improves performance. However, they all require a policy engine
running in the user space. As a result, to check a syscall, at least
two context switches need to be made. In addition, more ptrace
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syscalls are needed to inspect the user space memory or register
content in the tracee. These context switches make the approach
less efficient. Compared to Mbox, Sifter’s eBPF approach does not
result in context switches since the eBPF filter runs within the same
context as the syscall-calling process. User memory probing helper
functions also eliminate the need for additional context switches.

SELinux [33] also has the ability to filter syscalls. With extended
permission access vector rules, it can also check some arguments
of syscalls. For example, the command argument of ioctl. How-
ever, it cannot probe and check deeper into in-memory arguments.
Without the ability to inspect in-memory arguments, 4 out of 5 vul-
nerabilities mitigated by Sifter’s argument limiting policy would not
have been mitigated. Also, it does not provide memory to construct
stateful policies.

Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, none of existing works
targets security-critical kernel modules, which requires low perfor-
mance overhead from the filtering solution.
Kernel specialization. To reduce the attack surface of the kernel,
kernel specialization methods restrict access to the kernel code for
target applications by debloating it. KASR [34] first uses offline
training stage to generate the kernel code usage database for a
specific application in a trusted hypervisor. It then uses runtime
enforcement to remove access permission to unused code of exe-
cutable and selectively activate the corresponding used code. Face-
Change [35] differs from KASR by supporting multiple applications
running together. Using a hypervisor, it creates specialized kernel
views for each of the target applications and switches between
them. MULTIK [36] also supports multiple applications by orches-
trating multiple kernels specialized for applications, but avoids the
overhead of virtualization and runs natively on the system. Com-
pared to these three schemes, SHARD [37] significantly reduces the
attack surface by specializing at both the application and system
call levels and strictly enforcing debloating in a more fine-grained
way. A limitation of kernel specialization is that it cannot mitigate
a vulnerability if the vulnerable code is needed and used by the
application. Sifter, however, can mitigate such vulnerabilities.
Policy generation. To generate the syscall filtering policy without
domain knowledge, Sifter takes the approach of inferring it from
a set of programs, which is similar to systrace [31]. However, to
better capture the behavior of programs, systrace translates syscalls
with arguments to higher-level information with semantics. This
approach requires the developer to manually define the semantics
and craft the translation logic. Although Sifter lacks the complete
semantics, it does not blindly restrict syscalls arguments to known
values. With the syscall definition provided by syzkaller, we define
different argument policies for different type of arguments. More-
over, Sifter tries to automatically identify higher-level operations
consisting of multiple syscalls.

SPOKE [38] is a policy generation framework for SEAndroid. It
extracts the domain knowledge from functional tests since they
could carry rich semantics. Access patterns from multiple layers
(e.g., Dalvik layer, native layer, and kernel layer) are collected, cor-
related, and noise-filtered to form a knowledge base. In contrast,
Sifter collects syscall usage traces from real programs. Abhaya [39]
uses interprocedural static analysis to generate syscall policies auto-
matically. They do not however generate filters for kernel modules.

Offline intrusion detection.A long line of research has been con-
ducted on detecting intrusion or anomaly [40–49]. Syscall-based
intrusion detection [40–42, 44, 47, 48] works by first capturing nor-
mal program syscall behaviors using data models [40–42], classifi-
cation algorithms [44] or machine learning techniques [49]. Then,
at the next stage, it utilizes a syscall interposition mechanism to
track syscalls of an interesting process and check against the model.
Although some of the techniques are shown to be effective, they
often run the analysis offline (i.e., syscall traces are analyzed after
being made) in the user space due to their complexity. Therefore, it
leaves a vulnerability window for an adversary to perform an attack
before being caught. Sifter does not have this problem because it
directly deploys its policies in the kernel and check syscalls against
those policies at runtime. In Sifter, we show that policies we use
incur little performance overhead and they stop a large number
of CVEs from being exploited without a priori knowledge of these
vulnerabilities.
Android Malware detection. In Android, app marketplaces such
as Google Play, Amazon Appstore, and T-Market perform malware
detection to prevent spreading them. Similar to offline intrusion de-
tection, amodel is trained using different techniques and scanning is
performed when a developer submits an app. APIChecker [50] used
by T-Market takes a deny-list approach by training a API-usage-
based classification model using known good apps and malicious
apps. In Sifter, we take an allow-list approach: we only use a set
of good apps and assume zero-days are not yet known. In addi-
tion, Sifter is a runtime defense compared to the one-time scan. A
malicious app can evade “scan once and allow” approaches if the
analysis fails to cover the code containing malicious API calls, or the
malicious app is able to detect the sandbox environment and stay
dormant during the analysis. In fact, [51] has demonstrated that
creating an undetectable sandbox environment is extremely hard.
Therefore, our runtime approach that does not require knowledge
of vulnerabilities is orthogonal to APIChecker.

11 CONCLUSIONS
We presented Sifter, a syscall filtering solution to mitigate vulner-
abilities in security-critical kernel modules in Android. Security-
critical modules are those that are directly exposed to untrusted
programs. Sifter’s filters enforce the syscall patterns used by legiti-
mate programs, observed in a training phase and distilled into three
different types of policies. Through a comprehensive vulnerability
study and evaluation, we showed that Sifter can mitigate about half
of all syscall-triggered vulnerabilities. In addition, we showed that
Sifter’s filters have 0% false positive rate. Finally, our performance
evaluation showed that Sifter adds a very small or negligible perfor-
mance overhead to real programs and incurs a very small amount
of energy consumption.
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